Genome scans, including both genome-wide association studies and deep sequencing, continue to discover a growing number of significant association signals for various traits. However, often variants meeting genome-wide significance criteria explain far less of the overall trait variance than "sub-threshold" association signals. To extract these sub-threshold signals, there is a need for methods which accurately estimate the mean of all (normally-distributed) test-statistics from a genome scan (i.e., Z-scores). This is currently achieved by the difficult procedures of adjusting all Z-score ( 1 2 ) statistics for "winner's curse" (multiple testing). Given that multiple testing adjustments are much simpler for p-values, we propose a method for estimating Zscores means by i) first adjusting their p-values for multiple testing and then ii) transforming the adjusted p-values to upper tail Z-scores with the sign of the original statistics. Because a False Discovery Rate (FDR) procedure is used for multiple testing adjustment, we denote this method FDR Inverse Quantile Transformation (FIQT). When compared to competitors, e.g. Empirical Bayes (including proposed improvements), FIQT is more i) accurate and ii) computationally efficient by orders of magnitude. Its accuracy advantage is substantial at larger sample sizes and/or moderate numbers of association signals. Practical application of FIQT to Z-scores from the first Psychiatric Genetic Consortium (PGC) schizophrenia predicts a non-trivial fraction of the significant signal regions from the subsequent published PGC schizophrenia studies. Finally, we suggest that FIQT might be i) used to improve subject level risk prediction and ii) further improved by modelling the noncentrality of 1 2 statistics.
Introduction
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) represent a powerful and widely used tool for detecting associations between genetic variants and complex traits. In such studies, researchers directly assay and statistically impute (Li, Willer, Ding, Scheet, and Abecasis 2010) genotypes for around a million and several million single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), respectively. The GWAS paradigm has been very successful in identifying genetic variants associated with a range of phenotypes (Dewan, , a considerable portion of the predicted genetic contribution to risk resides in regions which do not independently yield significance at accepted genome-wide levels, i.e., "suggestive" signals. With the advent of large-scale, whole-exome and -genome sequencing studies, the field will likely see an exponential increase in the number of such signals.
Given the increased number such suggestive signals, there is a need for statistical methods that accurately estimate effect-sizes for these and, even, all variants from genome scans (henceforth, denoting not only extant GWAS and whole-exome sequencing but emergent whole-genome sequencing studies as well). These estimates might be used, for instance, to estimate the sample size needed to detect a given number of association signals. Such sample size estimation is, possibly, the most critical consideration in the design of any follow-up sequencing studies.
When estimating the true effect sizes, it is well established that the largest signals are the most affected by the bias known as "winner's curse" (Zollner and Pritchard 2007) . This is due to statistics with the largest magnitude having an extreme value distribution (Jenkinson 1955 Recently, two new tools for estimating all the mean of statistics were proposed. The first was adapted from a more general purpose method from statistics, the Empirical Bayes (EB) method based on Tweedie's formula (Efron 2009 ). Because it employs empirical estimates of the density/histogram (120 bins by default) of scan statistics, it is well suited for the large number of statistics from a genome scan (albeit less suited to instances in which the number of statistics is much smaller). In the context of genome scans, this method was used by Ferguson et al. (Ferguson, Cho, Yang, and Zhao 2013) , who found that the empirical histogram is less precise in the extreme tails off the distribution, where tail adjustment (TA) methods (Ghosh, Zou, and Wright 2008; Zhong and Prentice 2008) provide better accuracy. Based on these observations, the authors proposed an interesting adaptive combination of EB and TA which, at the cost of increased computational burden, combined the best attributes of both methods. The second of these new tools is a computationally efficient, soft threshold method (Bacanu and Kendler 2012) which adjusts statistics such that their sum of squares do not overestimate the true mean. Because this method does not use empirical density estimation, it is applicable even to a small number of statistics.
We propose a novel, computationally efficient, two-step method to accurately estimate the mean of univariate statistics from a genome scan. First, we adjust the pvalues for multiple testing using a False Discovery Rate approach (Benjamini Y. and Hochberg Y. 1995) . Second, we estimate the mean of normally distributed statistics as having its i) magnitude equal to the back-transformation of the adjusted p-values to the upper quantiles of a standard normal distribution and ii) sign identical to the original scan statistics. (While more easily explained as a two-step procedure, for the benefit of discussion only, we alternatively present it as a three step procedure in Methods.) As compared to competing methods (with some of our improvements), our proposed procedure has very good performance in terms of i) squared error loss, ii) fraction of the variability in true means of univariate statistics explained and iii) computational efficiency. A practical application of this approach shows that, due to their good performance, the proposed estimators can be used to predict with reasonable accuracy the location of as-yet undetected, significant signals which were ultimately detected in subsequent studies of much larger cohorts. Finally, we suggest that these estimators can be i) possibly used to improve subject level risk prediction and ii) further improved by taking into account the noncentrality of 1 2 statistics.
Methods
Notation. Let ~( , 1), = 1, . . . , , be the univariate statistics from a genome scan and , = 1, . . . , , their associated p-values. If not reported, can be easily computed based on other reported summary statistics (see Supplementary Material). Alternatively, the summary statistics can be reported on a 2 scale with 1 degree of freedom (df), i.e., 2~1 2 ( 2 ). However, in describing the methods we assume the summary statistics are normally distributed (i.e., Z-scores) and their 1 2 homologs will be used mostly for explaining the heuristics of possible future developments.
Novel method based on p-value adjustment. Given the extreme value distribution of scan statistics in the upper and lower tails and different distributions elsewhere, it is unclear (or, at least, very complicated) how to properly estimate the biases of, and thereby adjust, all statistics in a genome scan. However, it is quite simple to adjust the p-values for the genome-wide multiple testing, e.g. using a FDR (as in this paper) or Holm procedure. While the FDR procedure can be anticonservative for the extreme scenario of negatively correlated variables, in genetics, Z-scores are only locally correlated and we do not expect their correlations to be preponderantly negative. Thus, FDR is not expected to be conservative and that's why it is commonly used in statistical genetics. Thus, for a first step let then the results presented in this paper (this can be viewed as a shrinkage of toward zero). In the third step, the adjusted standard normal statistic, * , is obtained as * = ( ) √ * 2 . Due to its construction, we denote the proposed method as FDR Inverse Quantile Transformation (FIQT). Note that, while we have presented FIQT as a three step procedure for the benefit of discussion, it can be simplified to have only two steps. This is achieved by transforming directly on the standard normal scale in the second step, i.e.,
, where is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a standard normal.
EB extensions. EB uses all genome scan statistics to i) empirically estimate their density and ii) use the derivatives of the (log) density function to estimate the mean of the statistics and their variance. However, scan statistics are often rather correlated locally (i.e., as a consequence of linkage disequilibrium). This is likely to i) affect the density estimate (which assumes independent statistics) and ii) underestimate the variance of mean statistics. To eliminate (most of) the local correlations we propose an EB extension which i) divides the statistics into n equally spaced non-overlapping sets (e.g. first set contains statistics with indices 1, + 1, 2 + 2, . . ., and the second those with indices 2, + 2, 2 + 3, . . .,), ii) estimates the density for each set, iii) uses each set density to estimate a set-specific mean for all scan statistics and iv) estimates the overall mean of scan statistics as the average set-specific means. We denote this estimator as EB-n, i.e., when using 100 non-overlapping sets the EB extension is denoted as EB-100. The obvious disadvantage of EB-n over EB is its increased computational burden, as the computationally intensive estimation of density and its derivatives are computed times.
Methods used for comparisons. For comparison, we use the naïve maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), i.e., the statistics themselves, classical EB (EB-1 in the above set notation) and EB-n (n=10, 50, 100 Implementation and assessment of performance. We implemented all described methods using the R statistical programming environment. For FDR, FIQT employed the p.adjust base function with the "fdr" option specified for method (see SM for the 10-line implementation in R). EB methods employed the commonly used 120 bins for the empirical estimation of the probability density. The running time of tested methods was assessed using the second entry (i.e. "system") in the output of system.time function.
Simulations. Simulating genome scan statistics starting from genotypes is laborious and very time consuming. Consequently, we use a faster method that simulates scan statistics directly using an ARMA (3,4) model for residuals [see Simulation model in Supplementary Material (SM) and . We assumed that the phenotype under investigation has 1 causal loci which represent a fraction ≤ 1 of the number of significant loci ( = 180) in height study (Table I) , i.e.
=
. When < 1, the 1 causal loci are chosen at random from the significant loci in the height study. To assess the performance of methods for underpowered studies, we performed simulations under 0 . Under this scenario = 0, i.e. the simulated statistics are identical to an ARMA (3,4) realization of unit variance. We simulated sample sizes equaling a fraction ∈ { 1 8 , 2} of the height meta-analysis sample size ( ≈ 180,000). Additional details regarding the relationship between mean of the statistics and , are available in the Simulation model subsection in SM. For every parameterization given in Table I , we performed 250 simulations. 
Results
Among EB-n methods, we tested EB-1, EB-10, EB-50 and EB-100. EB-10 and EB-50 have intermediate performance between EB-1 and EB-100, with EB-10 closer to EB-1 and EB-50 closer to EB-100 (data not shown). Consequently, we present only the results for EB-1 and EB-100.
Under 0 , i.e. the surrogate for underpowered studies, FIQT has the best mean square error (MSE) performance everywhere, except for the (very rare) region of extremely low p-values, where EB-1 slightly outperforms it (Fig.1) . Among the remaining methods, EB-1 performs best and, as expected, MLE has the largest MSE. We note that, in marked contrast to the alternative hypothesis results presented below, EB-1 thoroughly outperforms EB-100. Under the alternative, , FIQT has better MSE performance for settings with larger number of signals and larger sample sizes (Fig.2) . Its performance improvement over competitors is sometimes substantial, e.g. for large sample sizes and medium number of signals. EB-1 does not outperform FIQT under any scenarios and EB-100 only nominally so for smaller sample sizes. Surprisingly, even though it was designed only as a tail bias adjustment, TA performs reasonably well. Under certain scenarios, e.g. large sample sizes, it outperforms EBs for statistics with nominally significant p-values and even slightly outperforms FIQT for a very narrow range of moderately small pvalues. When the accuracy measure is R 2 , i.e. the explained variability of the true Zscores means, FIQT practically outperforms all other methods (Fig. 3) , albeit EB-100 only nominally.
Due to its very simple computation, FIQT has much faster running times then competitors. When compared to the next most accurate method, EB-100, the proposed method is faster by more than four orders of magnitude (Fig. S1 in SM) . FIQT is also faster than the less accurate EB-1 by almost two orders of magnitude (data not shown).
Practical application. Given that discovery phase of PGC-SCZ2 has around four times the sample size of its PGC-SCZ1 homolog, then naïvely, the mean statistics in PGC2 are expected to be twice as large as the PGC-SCZ1 FIQT estimates (see Fig. S2 for relationships between these estimators and PGC-SCZ1 statistics). This naïve FIQT application to PGC-SCZ1 resulted in the prediction of 46 regions expected to attain significance in PGC-SCZ2 (obtained by combining significant signals within 250 Kb). Of these, 34 regions (~ 75%) overlap the 105 independent chromosomal regions reported 
Discussion
We propose a novel approach, FIQT, to extract information from genome scan statistics by accurately predicting the mean of the statistics. The accurate prediction is achieved via a three-step process. First, the p-values are FDR adjusted for multiple testing. Second, we estimate the square of mean statistics by transforming the adjusted p-values to a upper 1 2 quantiles. Third, we estimate the mean of normally distributed scan statistics as the square root of the adjusted 1 2 quantile with the sign of the unadjusted Z-score statistics. (The second and third steps can be combined into a single step by transforming to a normal quantile.) When compared to competing methods, FIQT estimators are shown to have a i) smaller mean squared error loss, ii) explain a higher proportion of the true means of the statistics and iii) substantially faster running times. The practical application to PGC-SCZ1 summary statistics show that FIQT estimators are useful for highlighting, with reasonable specificity, genomic regions likely to show significant signals in (much larger) future studies.
Empirical Bayes, EB, and similar methods are currently some of the state-of-theart approaches for accurately estimating the true means of scan statistics. However, in its commonly used form, EB does not take into account the local LD dependence between SNPs. We proposed EB-n, which eliminate this dependence by subdividing the SNPs in non-overlapping sets. These methods, e.g. EB-100, improve over the performance of classical EB, albeit at the expense of a dramatically increased computation time. However, all EB methods are computationally and skill intensive and, due to the need of empirically estimating the probability density of statistics, they are not applicable when the number of statistics is reasonably small. Our proposed method, FIQT, eliminates these disadvantages while maintaining a similar or (sometimes much) better prediction accuracy. Its performance advantage over EB based methods is substantial at high sample sizes and a moderate to large number of true signals.
FIQT is designed to estimate the true means for all Z-scores in the genome scan. Sometimes, Z-scores are not present and the researchers need to estimate them from other summary data (see SM). Conversely, the adjusted Z-scores (e.g. FIQT estimates of their true mean) can be subsequently used to estimate the adjusted vales for the original (reported) summary statistics. For instance, if summary data contain only odds ratio, OR, and their standard error, s, then the vector of Z-scores is X = ( ) . FIQT is a very simple yet powerful method. However, in its present form, it is more of a proof-of-concept and it can be further improved. A first direction of improvement is to shrink the FIQT can also be extended to the accurate estimation of other variables besides the mean of Z-scores. For instance, shrinkage estimators are widely used for correlation/covariance matrices (Daniels and Kass 2001) . Given that the sample correlations are normally distributed with variances dependent only on the sample size, FIQT can be extended to the estimation of correlation matrices. The extension might involve shrinking the magnitudes of entries in the correlation matrix toward i) zero, ii) their average magnitude or iii) their average magnitude by lag.
FIQT might be also used in the personalized genomics, e.g. the prediction of subject level risk based on whole genome data. Methods for predicting subject level risk typically use summary statistics as input, e.g. LDpred extension (http://biorxiv.org/content/early/2015/03/04/015859) of LD score method (Bulik-Sullivan, Loh, Finucane, Ripke, Yang, Patterson, Daly, Price, and Neale 2015). Thus an increased accuracy of signal estimation used as input will result in more accurate estimates of an individual's risk/trait mean.
Software
A robustly tested FIQT R function having only 10 lines of code is available in the third section of SM. FIQT will also be implemented in DIST-MIX, or our group's imputation software for cosmopolitan cohorts (https://code.google.com/p/distmix/).
